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while being state of the art. I am sure
that there is a sound engineering
reason why rhe lid to the top loading
mechanism is a rotating platter the
size of a side plate, but back in the
real world what it does beyond
reasonable doubr is create a bir of
ceremony to Lhe business ol changing
CDs - usually a process so anodjme
as to slip the mind in seconds. The
illuminated legends positioned above
the bunons and crisp red on blacl
display give the CDAB25 an aesthetic
appeal that puts it ahead ofmorc
conventional competition.

One step beyond
The parmering CTA405 integrated
amp arguably goes a step fuitier The
only integrated in the Copland range,
the CTA405 is a valve amp but one
apparently designed by people
without the slightest interest in

compromising modem life to use
them. The chassis encloses every hot
and high voltage componentr every
aspect of its functionality can be
performed from the (lovely all metal
and system driving) renote control
and the quartet of 6550 valves give
ar output of 50W- perhaps not
enough for a festival, but certainly
enorgh to give you a wide choice of
pannering speake$. Around the back,
three line inputs and a tape loop
should allow for most systems to be
accommodared. The final flourish is
the presence ofan all-valve internal
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phono stage that is capable of
showing standaione designs a thing
or two if you are a vinyl user.

It is also gorgeous. The CTA405 is
not exactly small, but the simpliciry of
the styling hides this amazinglywell.
The s1rnmetrical arrangement of the
controls, the half circle ofinput lights
and the control knobs that move with
the assurance ofa high class bank
safe all combine to make the CTA405
feel very very special. €2,998 is no
small amount of money but I can't
think ofmuch that does more dmn
the Copland for less.
To find a suitable match for these
dl.namic Danes, we tum to fellow
Absolute Sounds portfolio member
Sonus faber. In this instance. the
speaker selected is the newest
member of the range, the Venere 2.5.
In some regards, the Venere has the
hardestjob of any Sonus fabe4
because while customers are
confident that a Sonus faber will have
excelient performance, they also
expect that it will be beautiftrl. With
the more expensive products, this is
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achieved by Sonus faber doing what
does best and using exquisite
materials in st king designs. At the

relatively terrestdal

p

it

ce of the

Venere, this is a much tougher
proposition. Aesthetics are a
subjective area, but I think it has
succeeded admirably with the Venere.
The styling is clean, understated and
modern, but at the same time
undoubtedly a Sonus faber. Like dre
Copland's they partnet fie fit and
finish is absolutely top notch.

It's oh so quiet
The resulting system is visually
elegant, built like a piece ofreseatch
equipment and impressively specifi ed,
but more impoftantly than any of
that, one that sounds absolutely
fantastic. Pick a CD - literally
anlthing take the time to enjoy the

digital equivalent ofcueing it up in
the CDAB25 and pausing only to
notice tiat the CTA405 is
astonishingiy quiet for a valve amp,
and I almost guarantee that this
system will impress.
The main reason for this all round
ability is that the electronics and
speakers are completely free of
emphasis in any particular area ofthe
ftequency specrum. This means drat
they go about music reproduction in
a way that is incredibly unforced, but
at the same time means that nothing
is lost ftorn the performance. I jump
from the Cinematic orchesffa's sparse

hrrt bealrtiful /n Motion #l to the
barely contained fury of Underworld's
Eveiything Everything in one sitting
and at no stage do I feel that the
system is ever out ofits depth. The
assurance, agility and integration it
has is at home with a tiny circie of
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performers playing softly as it is with
an electronics act on the rampage.
At first it is slightly hard to work out
if the valves in t}le CTA405 bring

sonus Faber, the
venere is a

Thetop-loadlng
m6chanism
makes loading a
CD more

ofa

cerernony
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stunningspeaker

Partnered with the Veneres,
the headroom on offer is
effectively unlimited for most

domesticenvironments
anlthing to the performance, but the
more time you listen the more you
realise that some ofthis apparent
effortlessness comes ftom the
wonderful air and space around
vocals and the very faithful tonality
accuracy that the system possesses.
\,Vhat makes this rewarding is that
parmered with tie Veneres, the
headroom on offer is effectively
unlimited for most domestic
environments and the system will go
impressively loud without any signs
ofhardening or strain.
Listening to components in
isolation, you begin to realisejust
how well they complement each
other in practice. The CDAB25
extracts incredible detail from discs
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and has a soundstage to die for This
is preserved intact by the CTA405 that
adds that wonderful tonal sweetness
and some unusually assured timing
for a valve design before the Sonus
fabers carry the sonic ball over the
line by keeping ever''rhing intact and
adding a scale and airiness to the final
performance that is larger than even
their relatively substantial dimensions
suggest is possible. Nothing cancels
out the positive attributes of the other
components, instead they collectively
augment one another. This sounds
simple, but lve rarely seen it happen
as effectively as it does here.

The price is right
The end result is a system that is
greater than the sum ofgreat pans. It
has an audio performance that stands
comparison with any system at the
same price beautiful or otherwise
- and combines this with fabulous
styling, sensible dimensions and the
sort of build that is not comrnonly
encountered anwvhere near the price.
\ rhafs more, going right back to the
beginning, there are no obvious
do\,rlsides. The amplifier has plenty
of extra inputs if you need them and
control and operation ofthe entire
system is marginally more taxing than
using a knife and fork. This piece
might not be called practical systems,
but as a collection of electronics to
Iive with and enjoy every single day
this system will take some beating.
JULY
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